December 27, 2018

ADVISORY NO. 2

Re: Enhancement Training Workshop for ALS Implementers on Various New Strategies on the Implementation of ALS INFED Program
(Batch 1-Barangay Literacy Volunteers Group) &
(Batch-2District ALS Coordinators & Mobile Teachers)

This office announces the final schedule of the Enhancement Training Workshop for ALS Implementers on Various New Strategies on the Implementation of ALS INFED Program (Batch 1 - Barangay Literacy Volunteers Group) & (Batch 2-District ALS Coordinators and Mobile Teachers) previously scheduled on December 29-31, 2018 will be on January 16-18, 2019 due to the overlapping of activities where ALS implementers are involve. Day 0 for Batch 1 will be on January 15, 2019 3:00 pm and January 16, 2019 3:00 pm for Batch 2.

Other matters remain the same.
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